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Abstract  
Blended learning, the seamless integration of online and face-to-face instruction, especially 
appeals to adult learners. However, it was repeatedly shown that learners’ persistence tends to 
be low in blended environments due to insufficient self-regulation skills. While in search of 
effective self-regulated learning (SRL) interventions to improve adult learners’ retention in 
blended learning contexts, our systematic review disclosed that scholars can not fall back on a 
suitable empirical knowledge base. The SRL-persistence relationship is seldom simultaneously 
addressed, the studied instructional context differs often from blended learning, adult learners 
are not targeted and/or the empirical approach entails static parameters. In order to expand 
blended learning scenarios aimed at SRL to improve adult learners’ persistence, further 
scrutiny is necessary. We argue that such research requires not only dynamic and context-
related measures of learners’ SRL behaviours and persistence but also has to act upon learners’ 
progress through adaptable and timeable SRL interventions.  

Introduction 
Blended learning is rooted in the online and face-to-face organization of content, activities, 
assignments, and meetings – “using the web for what it does best and using class time for what 
it does best” (Osguthorpe & Graham, 2003 p.227). This flexibility especially appeals to adults, 
who seek out learning opportunities that fit within their work and family responsibilities 
(Park & Choi, 2009). In spite of their growth, persistence rates tend to be low in blended 
learning environments (Goeman & Deschacht, 2014). Student persistence or retention refers 
to completing a learning course or programme, despite the presence of adverse circumstances 
(Burns, 2013). Studies on learners’ persistence often seem to focus on opposing concepts 
describing early withdrawal from learning programmes such as drop-out or attrition. We 
emphasize persistence as learners’ study continuance that can be positively influenced 
(McGivney, 2004).  

In order to persist in blended learning programmes learners need adequate self-regulation 
skills (Bannert & Reimann, 2012; Bernard et al., 2014). In this regard, Zimmerman’s 
theoretical framework (2013) on self-regulated learning (SRL) refers to students’ observing 
and monitoring of their thoughts, behaviours and environmental conditions as well as the 
selection and use of learning strategies. SRL is not an absolute state of functioning but varies 
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according to personal efforts and context (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990). Therefore, 
this study is concerned with the interaction between formal training and learners’ 
(meta)cognitive, motivational, behavioural and environmental processes (Bell & Kozlowski, 
2008) in settings of online and blended learning.  

Starting point of the present study was the quest for effective interventions on adult learners’ 
SRL aimed at improving their persistence in blended learning environments. The results 
would enable us to conceptualize design principles with regard to self-regulation in blended 
learning contexts (Bernard et al., 2014) and to scrutinize these in follow-up design-based 
research. 

Searching the literature: A systematic review approach  
Main objective of the current study is identifying effective interventions on adult learners’ SRL 
which improve adult learners’ retention in contexts of blended learning. For this purpose, we 
carried out a systematic review study. To be included, articles had to:  

• be written in English; 
• be peer reviewed; 
• involve empirical interventions on SRL, in particular experimental designs (Kirk, 

1982) that randomly assigned participants to experimental conditions and measured 
the effect of SRL interventions on persistence/retention; 

• target a student population of adult learners; 
• be conducted in the context of blended learning. 

The concepts of adult learners and blended learning were always incorporated in the search 
command. In most studies, no direct reference was made to the concept of blended learning. 
Instead, articles often discussed fully online or technology-enabled learning (e.g. Sitzmann 
et al., 2008). In order to avoid a major narrowing of search results and partly because it is 
especially the online space of blended environments that requires SRL (Bernard et al., 2014), 
these terms and related keywords were also included in our search strategy. 

‘SRL’ was combined with ‘persistence’ or ‘retention’ as well as inserted as a single variable, 
taking into account that studies could include persistence as one of the measured effects and 
not necessarily as a single research outcome. In order to refer to the act of improving SRL, we 
based possible verbs (e.g. ‘fostering’, ‘enhancing’, ‘supporting’) on a mid-term review of 
keywords used by the authors of retrieved studies.  

Information retrieval (without date restrictions) was conducted between November 2014 and 
January 2015 in the databases ERIC, PSYCArticles, Web of Science and EBSCO. These 
databases were searched using a combination of key terms: “support” / ”foster” / ”enhance” / 
”design” / ”promote” / ”improve” / ”help” / ”scaffold” / “intervention” AND/OR “self-
regulat*” AND “adults” / ”adult learners” / “mature learners” AND “blended learning” OR 
“online learning” OR “technology-delivered instruction” OR “technology-enabled 
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instruction” OR “web instruction” OR “web-based learning environment” AND/OR 
“persistence” OR “retention”. 

Scope of the literature 
Current studies differ from our original problem setting in terms of research context, applied 
methodology or central concepts. Contextual ambiguities were encountered when adults were 
just offering assistance to children who were questioned on their use of SRL strategies (e.g. 
Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1990) and when studies used computer systems solely as a 
means to conduct experiments without relating to actual online learning environments (e.g. 
Koriat, Nussinson & Ackerman, 2014).  

With respect to methodology, search results returned correlational survey studies relating 
demographics to SRL ability (e.g. Zhao, Chen & Panda, 2014) or descriptive case studies (e.g. 
Idan et al., 2011).  

Some studies reported SRL interventions exclusively aimed at SRL per se, such as effects of 
reflection prompts on SRL (van den Boom et al., 2004). Moreover, when SRL interventions 
were aimed at learning outcomes, the measured effects often differed from 
persistence/retention. In particular, the relationship between SRL and performance prevails 
(e.g. Rowe & Rafferty, 2013). Sitzmann, in collaboration with Ely (2010) and Johnson (2012) 
introduced SRL interventions to examine the effects on both performance and attrition, 
opposed to the concept of persistence/retention. Attrition was lowest when reflective 
questioning was prompted throughout the learning process (2010) and when trainees 
followed through on the plan to devote substantial time to training (2012). 

Running the above screening process, two studies were retained where persistence was 
included as a learning effect among a larger set of learning outcomes. In the first study by 
Kramarski and Michalsky (2009) 194 first-year pre-service teachers were randomly assigned 
to one of four instructional methods: e-learning (EL) or face-to-face (F2F) learning, whether 
or not supported by SRL instruction. Experimental groups were trained in the importance of 
SRL and a metacognitive self-questioning method. Subsequently, they received self-
questioning before each practice of pedagogical skills, prompting them to reflect. 
Experimental pre-service teachers in the e-learning condition reported higher persistence in 
learning, compared to the F2F and control group. In the second study, Hu and Driscoll (2013) 
examined the influence of a web-based SRL strategy training on the achievement, motivation 
and self-reported strategy use of 21 undergraduate students. Similar to the first study, the 
intervention consisted of a training and prompting part. First, students received an online 
tutorial and exercises on what, when and how to use SRL strategies. Afterwards, they were 
encouraged to apply the strategies throughout the course, completing a series of interactive 
online questionnaires. Learners who received training in SRL and were prompted to reflect on 
their strategy use, had a higher tendency to persist compared to the control condition. 
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In short, current literature seldom simultaneously addresses the SRL-persistence relationship 
in the instructional context of blended learning and adult education. The retained studies by 
Kramarski and Michalsky (2009) and Hu and Driscoll (2013) did cover this problem setting 
but are open to methodological improvement. Therefore, before we can build on current SRL 
intervention guidelines aimed at improving adult learners’ persistence in blended 
environments, these are the very foundations that require further reflection.  

Methodological issues  
Applied SRL and persistence measurements in both Kramarski and Michalsky (2009) and Hu 
and Driscoll (2013), have shortcomings in terms of objectivity, fitting in with the learning 
context and the ability to capture and act upon the dynamics of the learning process.  

With respect to the measurement of SRL, both studies adapted the Motivational Strategies for 
Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) by Pintrich, Smith, Garcia and McKeachie (1991), a 
prevailing tool for assessing SRL (Saks & Leijen, 2014). However, self-report measurements 
have been criticized for failing to register students’ actual strategy use as they rely on biased 
long term memory or are likely to incite socially desirable answers (Hughes, 2013).  

Moreover, since the MSLQ was designed to measure SRL strategies in face-to-face classrooms, 
it may become invalid in online learning settings. While the Online Self-Regulated Learning 
Questionnaire (OSLQ) was presented as a measurement of SRL strategies in wholly or 
partially web-based environments, it does not contain items on motivation and therefore falls 
short as an alternative to the MSLQ (Barnard et al., 2009; Goda, 2012).  

By using the MSLQ, both studies only measured SRL as an aptitude or trait, generalizing 
student actions across learning situations. However, given the domain specific nature of SRL 
behaviour, analyzing self-regulatory traits also makes assumptions about self-regulatory states 
(Leidinger & Perels, 2012). Since “there is no general ability without reference to the 
environment” it is desirable that the specific learning event students are experiencing, is taken 
into account (Beck & Breuer, 2004, p.8). Furthermore, SRL is a continuous process (Sitzmann 
et al., 2008). However, both studies applied a pre- and post-test measurement which fails to 
seize the changes in students’ SRL throughout the learning process. In this context, Winne 
and Perry’s (2005) process models advocate the assessment of students’ SRL over time, 
through for instance think-aloud protocols. 

When turning to the concept of persistence, both studies applied a different measurement 
approach. Kramarski and Michalsky (2009) did not address persistence as a stand-alone 
measure but extracted a motivational construct from the MSLQ. By contrast, Hu and Driscoll 
(2013) obtained data on students’ learning achievement from the course instructor. Next to 
questionnaires (e.g. Lee & Choi, 2013) and administrative student records (e.g. Dirkx & Jha, 
1994), persistence measurements also rely on the online tracking of activity trends (e.g. 
Morris, Finnegan & Wu, 2005). Although these studies measure persistence in a variety of 
ways, they share a static approach towards the concept, only registering persistence rates 
without acting to improve retention.  
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When we consider the intervention design of Kramarski and Michalsky (2009) and Hu and 
Driscoll (2013), we note that the timing and content of SRL training and prompts were part of 
a pre-fixed outline. Although this area of concern was not empirically addressed, authors of 
both studies acknowledge the need to observe and monitor learning processes – be it with 
respect to providing adapted support to learners with varying levels of SRL (Kramarski & 
Michalsky, 2009) or to “data-mining for more individualized SRL guidance and more effective 
control for study drop-out to cultivate more 21st century competent e-learning completers” 
(Hu & Driscoll, 2013, p.180).  

Conclusion 
The present study focused on identifying interventions on adult learners’ SRL aimed at 
improving their persistence in blended learning environments. However, the systematic 
literature review revealed a lack of relevant empirical evidence. The SRL-persistence 
relationship is seldom simultaneously addressed, the studied instructional context differs 
often from blended learning or adult learners are not targeted. Moreover, the empirical 
approaches entail static parameters and focus mainly on university education and single 
(online) courses.  

In order to know how to expand blended learning scenarios in terms of strengthening adult 
learners’ SRL so that their persistence will improve, further scrutiny is necessary. Such 
research requires not only dynamic and context-related measures of learners’ SRL behaviours 
and persistence but also has to act upon learners’ progress through adaptable and timeable 
SRL interventions.  

Departing from this problem setting, our future research aims i) to identify the particular 
points in time when students’ persistence is significantly challenged and ii) to define which 
SRL interventions, either online or face-to-face, could be implemented within a blended 
learning programme. This follow-up research will be carried out in close cooperation with 
several Adult Education Centres throughout different regions in Belgium. Ultimate aim is to 
find solutions for increasing participation in lifelong learning, one of the key issues in the 
European 2020 policy framework (European Commission, 2013). 
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